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Nothing about Saitama passes the eyeball test when it comes to superheroes, from his lifeless

expression to his bald head to his unimpressive physique. However, this average-looking guy has a

not-so-average problem-he just can&#39;t seem to find an opponent strong enough to take on!

When aliens invade Earth, a group of Class-S heroes finally finds a way to fight back and go on the

offensive. Inside the enemy mother ship, Saitama fights Boros. Faced with the alienâ€™s frightful

power, he decides to get serious! What is the Earthâ€™s fate?!
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> Superheroes

For those who don't know what one punch man is, it is about Saitama a seemingly average

unimpressive guy who just happens to be the world's strongest super hero, all though he still

doesn't get much credit. The series is known for it's amazing art and great comedy. In volume 7 we

get: Genos storyline seems to be being built up more in this volume. Saitama vs Sky King is an epic

battle. Though in my mind not quite as good as Sea king vs Saitama in my mind. Along with getting

to know some more of the rest of the cast. Now one punch man is an action heavy series that at

times can get a bit graphic, so you have been warned.

One-Punch Man's longest and toughest battle thus far, against star-pirate Lord Boros, who is no

one-punch foe. How to describe a fight that concludes with a dozen double-page splashes? At one



point Boros releases a blast of energy that sends Saitama flying ... to the MOON. In seconds. And

then One-Punch Man ... JUMPS back to Earth, landing on the very spot he left from. Again, in

seconds ... it's the first time in this series that I had to just shake my head and say "Oh well, it's a

comic book." Impressive visuals, though. (And there's a humorous aftermath later, when Saitama

finds a moon rock in his boot.) But with the Dark Matter aliens and their monster ship defeated,

there are still rivalry, dissension, and veiled agendas among the heroes, and Saitama and Genos

fall afoul of bad-tempered and sharp-tongued (and frighteningly powerful) Terrible Tornado. Another

great story. Fun bonus chapters. Another excellent book in an excellent series.

One Punch Man is one of my favorite manga titles and it's all due to the perfect mix of humor and

action. In this latest volume, the story and action continue, but there's trouble brewing on the side

with the Hero Association.

Just flat out crazy, super-powered combat as only the Japanese have managed to do it with a side

dish of the old EC Mad magazine satire to keep it fun. Don't know how long they can keep it up, but

I'm in for a while!

If you're up to vol. 7 of "One-Punch Man," you should continue. Another strong volume, including

the story. The art is strong and a joy to look at; there's one fighting sequence that makes this a

must-buy volume. Enjoy.

Very, very funny. A rock solid send up of the entire super-hero genre. For those new to the party,

our protagonist is an intensely dull, average guy... who wins every fight with one punch. Explosively,

unreasonably, unstoppably powerful, and as a result, he is bored as hell. This series is a lot of fun,

and a great antidote to so much of the GRIMDARK superhero stuff floating around.

It's One-Punch Man.Amazing graphics, highlighting the actionGreat humorCool character

designsAnd Saitama just being awesomeWhat more can I say? It's a good story with an easy plot to

follow, killer graphical design, lovable characters, a few good twists here and there, and great

humor.

I love one punch man over all but in this volume I love how one punch man handles the situation in

the police station. It's nice having a hero who's a hero just because. Who originally wanted to be the



ideal hero but grew to a more humble one who is more than willing to take one for the team. And the

the transition between humor and the true heart warming moments makes one punch man amazing.

The animation is great! There are times where it doesn't really fit but I have respect for the way the

story is shown through its animation. I can't wait for more :-D
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